To: KRWA NOUS2 021758Z
   GENOT RWA 22/14
   N JO 7340.690
   GG ALRGNS 1/500/530 AMC-1 AMA-500 ACT-1 ALATFO XVM

   EFFECTIVE: 06/03/22
   CANCELLATION: 06/13/22

   SUBJECT: U.S. SPECIAL CALL SIGN DESIGNATOR “DOVE” AND
   ASSOCIATED TELEPHONY “DOVE”

   U.S. SPECIAL CALL SIGN DOVE/DOVE HAS BEEN APPROVED AND
   AUTHORIZED BY ATO SYSTEM OPERATIONS SECURITY FOR USE BY
   FLIGHTS, FROM JUNE 3, 2022 THROUGH JUNE 13, 2022, IN SUPPORT OF
   THE 2022 SPECIAL OLYMPICS USA GAMES IN ORLANDO, FLORIDA.

   THESE FLIGHTS WILL INVOLVE MULTIPLE AIRCRAFT USING THE
   DOVE CALL SIGN NATIONWIDE TO TRANSPORT PARTICIPANTS TO AND
   FROM THE GAMES.
DUE TO THE SHORT DURATION OF ITS AUTHORIZATION, THIS U.S. SPECIAL CALL SIGN WILL NOT BE ADDED TO JO 7340.2, CONTRACTIONS, SECTION 4.

FOR IMMEDIATE ISSUES THAT ARISE WITH ANY OF THESE FLIGHTS, ATC SHOULD CONTACT THE DOMESTIC EVENTS NETWORK (DEN) AIR TRAFFIC SECURITY COORDINATOR (ATSC).

PLEASE DIRECT OTHER NON-URGENT QUESTIONS TO GARRISON NELSON AT 202-267-4918 OR 9-ATOR-HQ-IFOS@FAA.GOV

ROBERT SWEET
MANAGER, AJR-22
ATO SYSTEM OPERATIONS SECURITY